METHOD TO BIND THE BAMBOO TO THE SAIL

The extremities of the bamboo are slit to allow for a stronger ligature

The sail is first stretched tightly against a timber guide

TOOLS & MATERIALS:

WHEN BAMBOO BATTENS ARE DOUBLED:

Braided polyamid line/rope Ø 2.5 mm
Soldering iron with a hot knife tip accessory for cutting
and fray-proofing.

For JDPs 12.5M and above, some bamboo battens
can be doubled. Always refer to the construction guide
for instructions specific to the size of your boat. The
following example applies to the 12.5M JDP:

METHOD:

MAIN SAIL: Double all bamboo battens, using bamboo
Ø 45/50 mm; preferably same diameter throughout
the batten’s length. If the diameter is not constant then
double the bamboo head to toe. The first bamboo is
tied directly to the sail and the second bamboo is tied
to the first bamboo with bindings every 700 mm, which
is sufficient for the bamboo to hold whilst allowing the
sail to curve naturally.

1. Determine the length required for each knot from the
first knot you make.
2. Begin with a clove hitch knot around the bamboo
and secure it with one half hitch knot. Leave a length of
approx. 120 mm to close finish with a reef knot.
3. Pass the line through the eyelet on the sail and
around the bamboo four times neatly (a metal crochet
hook is helpful), leaving a 4–5 mm space between the
edge of the sail and the bamboo in order to:
4. Whip very tightly four times around the lines (in the
4–5 mm space between the sail and the bamboo) and
close with a reef knot.
5. Use a soldering iron to lightly ‘melt’ this last knot,
thereby securing it definitively.
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Bamboo should be chosen mature, i.e. four years old. After
being cut, it will need to be left to dry in a cool spot, e.g. a
cave for six or seven months before using.

It is best for the bindings which join the two bamboo
battens together to be set wider apart, because it may
otherwise hinder the sail’s ability to curve.

Clove hitch knot

Whip

FORESAIL: Other than the boom and the yard which
are already doubled, the fourth bamboo, from an
including the boom, can be doubled in this manner.
Reef knot

